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Abstract: The tensile strength stability of aging hardened Mg-10Y-1.5Sm (mass fraction, %) alloy was investigated by 

microstructure analysis and tensile tests. The results show that the microstructure of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy consists of α-Mg matrix 

and Mg

24

Y

5

 phase and the formation of Sm-containing phase is not observed. With the increase of temperature from 20 to 300 

o

C, 

the tensile strength exceeds 200 MPa and has no obvious change. It is insensitive to temperature and the variation range is less than 

10 MPa. The strength stability is superior to that of heat resistant magnesium alloy WE54 developed most successfully. It is mainly 

attributed to the hardness stability of strengthening phase Mg

24

Y

5

 enhanced by dissolved Sm.
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Mg-RE (rare earth elements) alloys are interesting 

materials since they have excellent mechanical properties at 

room and high temperature

[1,2]

. At present, those magnesium 

alloys whose applied temperature exceeds 200

o

C are Mg-RE 

alloys

[3,4]

. Simultaneous addition of two or more kinds of rare 

earth elements belonging to different subgroups (Y subgroup,

Ce subgroup) can produce solid solution strengthening and 

precipitation strengthening, and increase comprehensive 

mechanical properties of magnesium alloys

[5]

. Among Y 

subgroup (heavy) rare earth elements, Y has a high solid 

solubility of 12% (mass fraction) in Mg. Y is considered to 

be one of the most effective rare earth elements to improve 

mechanical properties of magnesium alloys at high 

temperatures

[6, 7]

. Among Ce subgroup (light) rare earth 

elements, Sm has a unique orthorhombic structure and the 

maximum solid solubility of 5.7% in Mg

[8]

. Therefore, Y and 

Sm are an interesting combination of heavy and light rare 

earth elements

[9]

.

Heat resistant Mg-Y-Sm alloys have been attached more 

and more importance due to their better strength and creep 

resistance than commercial Mg-Y-RE (WE) alloys at high 

temperature

[10-12]

. However, their strength stability has few 

been investigated. In the present work, the strength stability 

of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is investigated.

1 Experiment

Metallic magnesium, Mg-25Y and Mg-25Sm (mass 

fraction, %) master alloys were used as raw materials. All 

the raw materials were baked before melting. The chemical 

composition of tested alloy was designed as Mg-10Y-1.5Sm

(mass fraction, %). The alloy was melted in an induction 

furnace and cast in a preheated steel mold. Then, T6 

treatment including solid solution (540

o

C/6 h) and aging 

treatment (250

o

C/2 h) was conducted for the cast alloy.

The tensile tests were carried out at a strain rate of 1

mm/min in AG-I 250 kN precision universal material 

testing machine at room temperature (20 

o

C) and elevated 

temperature (200, 250, 300 

o

C). The gauge section of 

tensile specimen is Φ6 mm×30 mm. The elevated 

temperature tensile tests were performed in air in an electric 

resistance furnace. The samples were held for about 5 min 

prior to the tensile test to reach a thermal equilibrium.

The phases were analyzed by D8 Advance X-ray diffraction 

meter (XRD) and MDI Jade 5.0 software. The microstructure 

was examined by Olympus optical microscope (OM) and 

JSM-5610LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) with 

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The grain size was 

determined by a mean linear intercept method.
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2  Results and Discussion

2.1 Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of aging hardened Mg-10Y-

1.5Sm alloy are given in Table 1. At room temperature, the

mechanical properties are not very ideal. The tensile 

strength is only 205 MPa, and the elongation is less than 

3%. However, at elevated temperature, the mechanical

properties do not decrease. The tensile strength exceeds 200 

MPa at 200~300 ºC. With the increase of temperature, the 

tensile strength remains unchanged (200, 300 ºC) or 

increases slightly (250 ºC). It can be drawn that the tensile

strength is not sensitive to temperature. On the other hand, 

the elongation increases slowly with the increase of 

temperature, from 3.0% at 200 ºC to 3.3% at 300 ºC. As a 

whole, the mechanical properties at 200~300 ºC are close to 

or a little higher than those at room temperature. 

Considering the tensile strength and elongation, the 

maximum applied temperature of the alloy is up to 300 ºC.

Among Mg-Y-RE (WE) alloys, WE54 (Mg-5.1%Y-3.3% 

RE(Nd)-0.5%Zr) alloy is one of the heat resistant 

magnesium alloys developed most successfully. It has good 

strength properties at room and high temperature. Its tensile 

strength is 280 MPa at room temperature, 240 MPa at 200

ºC, 230 MPa at 250 ºC and 180 MPa at 300 ºC. Its heat 

resistant temperature is up to 300 ºC

[13, 14]

. Fig.1 shows the 

tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm and WE54 alloys. It can 

be seen that the strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is lower 

than that of WE54 alloy from room temperature to 250 ºC. 

However, the strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is higher at 

300 ºC. As a result, the tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm

alloy is stable. It has no obvious change and the variation 

range is less than 10 MPa from room temperature to 300 ºC.

Table 1 Mechanical properties of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy

Temperature/

o

C 20 200 250 300

Tensile strength/MPa 205 203 213 204

Elongation/% 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.3

Fig.1  Tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm and WE54 alloys with 

different temperatures

Its strength stability is superior to that of heat resistant 

magnesium alloy WE54.

2.2  Microstructure

Fig.2 shows the microstructure of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy. It 

can be seen that the microstructure of the as-cast alloy 

consists of white matrix and black second phases. According 

to the relative phase diagrams, they should be α-Mg matrix 

and eutectic compounds, respectively. The eutectic

compounds are distributed in the grains and at the boundaries. 

They have granular and rod-like morphologies (in Fig.2a). 

After aging treatment, the microstructure of the alloy has two 

outstanding features: (1) the grains are uniform and their 

average size is about 60 µm; (2) the second phases are 

particles and they distribute uniformly and dispersedly in the 

alloy (see Fig.2b).

At different temperatures, the main strengthening 

mechanism is different for magnesium alloys. At room 

temperature, grain refinement is the main strengthening 

mechanism for magnesium alloys. However, the grain size of 

aging hardened Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is not very small. At 

high temperature, dispersion strengthening of second phase is

the main strengthening mechanisms for magnesium alloys. 

The uniform and dispersive distribution of particle phase can 

enhance the dispersion strengthening effect. As a result, the 

microstructure of aging hardened alloy is a little harmful to 

the mechanical properties at room temperature, while it is 

very helpful to the mechanical properties of the alloy at high 

temperature.

Fig.3 shows the XRD pattern of aging hardened Mg-10Y-

1.5Sm alloy. It can be seen that there are only Mg matrix

Fig.2  Microstructures of as-cast (a) and aged (b) Mg-10Y-1.5Sm 

alloy
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Fig.3  XRD pattern of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy

and Mg

24

Y

5

phases and no Sm-containing phases are 

formed in the alloy. There are two possible reasons: (1) Sm 

dissolves in Mg matrix and Mg

24

Y

5

phases due to its low 

content (1.5%) and high solid solubility (5.7% at 540 ºC, 

and 0.4% at 200 ºC

[15]

). The lattice constant of Mg

24

Y

5

phase (bcc structure) in the alloy is measured to be

a=1.1278 nm and larger than usual value (a=1.1260 nm), 

which may be explained by the solubility of Sm in Mg

24

Y

5

phase; (2) Sm-containing phase is not detected by XRD due 

to its small amount.

2.3  Strengthening phase

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show SEM image of the microstructure

and EDS analysis of aging hardened Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy, 

respectively. It can be seen that particle A consists of three 

elements Mg, Y and Sm, but the content of Sm is very low.

Considering the XRD pattern in Fig.3, only Mg matrix and 

Mg

24

Y

5

phases are observed in the alloy and no

Sm-containing phases are formed. It can be drawn that the

particle should be Mg

24

Y

5

 phase. And the existence of Sm 

in the particle can be explained to be the dissolving of part

Sm in Mg

24

Y

5

 phase. With the solubility of Sm, the 

compact density and lattice distortion of Mg

24

Y

5

 phase is 

increased. Therefore, the stability of strengthening phase 

Mg

24

Y

5

 is enhanced with the dissolving of Sm.

2.4  Strength stability

The strength of magnesium alloy at high temperature 

depends on thermal stability of strengthening phase at grain 

boundaries. Considering the microhardness of phases in 

magnesium alloy (in Table 2)

[16]

, the thermal stability of 

Mg

24

Y

5

 phase in Mg-Y alloy is much higher than that of 

Mg

17

Al

12

 phase in Mg-Al alloy and MgZn phase in Mg-Zn 

alloy. The thermal stability of strengthening phase 

determines the heat resistant temperature of the alloy and 

its position in heat resistant magnesium alloys. Judged from 

that the hardness drop of strengthening phase is less than 

20%, the heat resistant temperature of Mg-Al alloy and 

Mg-Zn alloy does not exceed 200 ºC. They are consistent 

with the existing research results. The hardness (HV) of 

Fig.4  SEM image of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy

Fig.5 EDS analysis of particle A in Fig.4

Table 2 Microhardness of some phases in magnesium alloy

(MPa)

Phase

20

 o

C 200

 o

C 250

 o

C 300

 o

C

Mg

24

Y

5

2180 2010 1960 1730

Mg

17

Al

12

1830 1580 1250 840

MgZn 1560 1310 910 470

Mg

24

Y

5

 decreases slowly with the increase of temperature, 

from 2180 MPa at 20 ºC to 1730 MPa at 300 ºC, and the 

drop is a little more than 20%. So Mg-Y alloys (such as 

WE54) have good heat resistance and their maximum 

applied temperature is up to 300 ºC.

In order to find out the reason for strength stability of 

aging hardened Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy, the relationship 

between tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy and 

microhardness of Mg

24

Y

5

 phase is plotted and fitted linearly 

(in Fig.6). The tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is 

stable and insensitive to the change of temperature. It keeps 

a linear relationship with the microhardness of Mg

24

Y

5

phase. So the tensile strength stability is mainly attributed 

to the hardness stability of strengthening phase Mg

24

Y

5

. Of 

course, Sm also plays an important role in the alloy. The 

dissolved Sm enhances the thermal stability and there by 
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Fig.6  Relationship between tensile strength of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm 

alloy and microhardness of Mg

24

Y

5

 phase 

 

the dispersion strengthening effect of Mg

24

Y

5

 phase in the 

alloy. Therefore, Mg

24

Y

5

 phase still keeps high hardness at 

high temperature and acts as a bar to dislocation movement 

and boundary sliding and improves the strength properties 

of the alloy at high temperature. 

3 Conclusions 

1) With the increase of temperature from 20 to 300 

o

C, 

the tensile strength of aging hardened Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy 

is more than 200 MPa and has no obvious change. It is 

stable and insensitive to temperature and the variation range 

is less than 10 MPa. 

2) The strength stability of Mg-10Y-1.5Sm alloy is 

superior to that of heat resistant magnesium alloy WE54 

developed most successfully. The reason is mainly the 

hardness stability of strengthening phase Mg

24

Y

5

 enhanced 

by dissolved Sm. 
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